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Abstract News reports from 2013 identify the site of Oylum
Höyük with both the city of Abraham and the ancient
city of Ulišum. The latter has been identified with
the Olishem of Abraham 1:10. While the preliminary
reports are encouraging, the evidence upon which the
archaeologists base their identifications has not yet
been published. So while there is nothing against the
proposed identifications, they are not proven either.

HAS OLISHEM
BEEN DISCOVERED?
JOHN GEE

It is possible that the ruins at Oylum
Höyük are associated with Abraham’s
Olishem. Bob Cronan, Lucidity Info
Design, LLC.

FROM THE EDITOR:
Over the years, some LDS scholars, including yours truly, and a few non-LDS scholars have proposed that the
“Ur of the Chaldees," of Abraham is to be located in the northern Levant, not southern Mesopotamia. There is as
of today no decisive evidence, though, that would force this conclusion. But then, neither is there for the southern candidate. Therefore, whenever new assertions are made, no matter how weak, I have thought our readers
may find these claims of interest. John Gee presents here one of the latest assertions, tenuous and no doubt
premature though it may be, and explains how it fits into the northern Levant model for Ur of the Chaldees.
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O

n 16 August 2013, a report appeared in the
Turkish news service Anadolu Agency in
which Turkish archaeologists claim to have
1
discovered the city of Abraham near Kilis in Turkey.
The news report claims that “new archaeological excavations have revealed traces of Prophet Abraham’s
stay in the vicinity, as well as a treasure from Alex2
ander the Great.” The report cites as its authority
Atilla Engin, an associate professor in the Archaeology Department of Cumhuriyet University. The
report does not note that Professor Engin and his
dig are associated with the Deutsches Archäologisches Institut and the University of Liverpool in
3
England nor that excavations have been proceeding
for over twenty years. Professor Engin is reported
to have said that “according to a papyrus document
from the Iron Age, a lost city which we have found
in the region is where the Prophet Abraham lived. It
will make great contributions to the region and the
4
country’s tourism.”
The press release continues: “In terms of its size,
the Oylum tumulus is one of the largest in Turkey,
but more importantly, we are here because it was a
significant kingdom in the Bronze Age. Cuneiform
documents and seal stamps of Hittite kings obtained
during three excavation seasons prove to us that this
area was the center of a kingdom. We think that this
place is the ancient city of Ullis. Documents from
3,000 B.C. show that this city was very important.
But of course we need more documents and findings
5
to prove it. We are still working on it.” “The name
of Ullis is mentioned in ancient Akat documents. It
matches with the name mentioned in Hittite documents. In the papyrus documents, this city is said to
be the city where the Prophet Abraham had lived. In
the Ullis plain, there is a center, which is related to
a name, Abraam, but this center was sought in the
eastern Mediterranean. We have reached important
6
information about it, too.” All this tantalizing information surfaces from a press report. We examine
the report’s conclusions in light of other available
information.
The news report has apparently been translated from Turkish, though not necessarily into
the most felicitous English. For example, the “Akat
documents” seem to be Akkadian documents. An inscription of the Akkadian ruler Naram-Sin says that
he conquered Ebla and “Ulišim.” The latter name
is often normalized to a hypothetical Neo-Assyrian

nominative: Ulišu (or Ulishu), which, through further modification, must be the Ullis mentioned in
the report.
The site in question, Oylum Höyük, is located
just a few miles east of the city of Kilis. Oylum
(which is the name of the modern town around the
tell) is about thirty-five miles north of Aleppo and
only two miles from the border between Syria and
Turkey. The site has been more or less continually
occupied from Chalcolithic times to the present.

Being a major city in the general region
of Ebla is a necessary but not a sufficient
condition for this to be the site of Ulišum.
A 2012 report on the Early Bronze (3300–2000 bc)
and Middle Bronze (2000–1600 bc) Age levels and a
surface survey of the site are perhaps more modest
and detailed than the news reports. The site is the
largest archaeological site of the Kilis plain during the
7
Early Bronze and Middle Bronze periods. Indeed it
is “one of the largest settlement mounts in Southern
8
Turkey and dominates the plain of Kilis.” So, “according to its strategic location and imposing size,
Oylum Höyük must be regarded as the centre of the
Kilis Plain and the adjacent lands in modern Syria
9
during the Bronze Age.” It was the major city or
town of the area and almost twice the size of the next
10
largest site in the Kilis Plain. Thirty-eight Middle
Bronze Age sites are known in the Kilis Plain north of
11
the Qoueiq River. For those proposing that it is the
site of Ulišum mentioned in the Naram-Sin inscription, being a major city in the general region of Ebla
is a necessary but not a sufficient condition.
Another necessary condition for identification
with Naram-Sin’s Ulišum is a destruction layer in the
Early Bronze IV period. “The building layer ended in
a conflagration that destroyed most of the walls, and
left hardly any intact inventory in the rooms except
12
for ground stone implements such as querns.” The
city had burned to the ground and was abandoned
13
until the Middle Bronze II period.
The site was surrounded by a fortification wall,
attributable to the Bronze Age, built of “huge irregular basalt blocks” that are comparable to “other
Bronze Age sites in Northern Syria west of the Eu14
phrates.” The wall is about 50 meters from the
15
mound and enclosed part of the valley. Another
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Middle Bronze Age fortification wall was higher up
16
the slope. Contemporary sites in the Habur region,
such as Tell Chuera and Tell Beydar, also have upper
and lower citadels that are “typical of many of the
17
northern Syrian centers.” Despite the fortification
walls, the city seems to have been destroyed twice
during Middle Bronze II times.

Oylum Höyük is the largest site in the Kilis
plain and clearly dominated the whole plain
in the Middle Bronze Age.
One of the features of the Middle Bronze Age
city is a form of plumbing in which “ceramic pipes
laid perpendicular to the walls served as water
18
drains.” This is a step up from most sites in north19
ern Syria, which used stone channels. Despite
these technological improvements, the area seems
20
to have been a bit poorer, which might account for
the use of less-expensive ceramic rather than stone.
One of the striking features of the Middle
Bronze Age city is that people were buried “hidden
21
under the floors, or integrated in the walls.” This
feature, however, is typical for Middle Bronze Age
sites in northern Syria where “burials under house
22
floors were common.”
Excavations are ongoing, and “the excavated
part represents only a miniscule aperture, when
23
compared to the mound at large.” The evidence
from the Bronze Age “remains partly patchy and in24
cludes gaps.”
The recent excavation report says that “no
radiocarbon dates are available, neither exist textual data to determine the historical importance of
25
Oylum.” This seems to contradict the news report.
Although the publication date for the report is 2012,
the information may not reflect finds from even a
couple of years before that. Tablets in Old Babylonian script were found in the 2011 excavation season
26
in the Middle Bronze I level. Typically, there can
be a ten-year lag between the discovery of an inscription and the publication of the inscription.
Oylum Höyük is the largest site in the Kilis plain
and clearly dominated the whole plain in the Middle
Bronze Age. The site would explain the wording in
the Book of Abraham that “Potiphar’s Hill [was] at
the head of the plain of Olishem” (Abraham 1:10).
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Olishem (phonetically similar to Ulišum) is mentioned in this scripture only because the whole
plains took their name from the city; apparently Ur
was located in the plains, but the text never says that
Abraham was at Olishem. Nothing precludes this
site from being Abraham’s Olishem, but nothing requires it to be either. Ur should be in the same plain
and about five to twenty miles from Olishem.
We have two pieces of inscriptional evidence for
Ulišum. The earliest comes from a record of conquests
of Naram-Sin, who was a ruler in Babylon during the
Akkadian period (2254–2218 bc), where Ulišum is
listed as being in the general area of Ebla and near
27
the Mediterranean Sea. The second is in execration
28
texts from Egypt during the reigns of Sesostris I
29
and Sesostris III. While the execration texts from
the reign of Sesostris I seem random, the texts from
the reign of Sesostris III follow the coast from north
to south with incursions inland following routes of
travel. Ulišum comes in the following sequence: Ebla
30
31
(yb3y), Ridu (ryti), and Ulišum (3wš3mm). This
sequence would place Olishem northward of Ebla
(Tell-Mardikh) by two major Middle Bronze II cities.
Oylum Höyük is in the correct vicinity for Ulišum.
Scholars dated the papyrus mentioned in the
news article to the Iron Age, which puts it much
later than Abraham. Without archaeological context
or content of the papyrus to judge, it is difficult to
know what to make of the claim.
If indeed tablets in Hittite from the site identify
it as Ullis, then it is probably the Ulišum that NaramSin attacked and is a likely candidate for Olishem.
If Oylum Höyük is Olishem, then Ur of the Chaldees
should be one of the dozens of Middle Bronze II
sites in the Kilis plain. We await further discoveries
and publications. At present, given the many uncertainties, we can regard this identification as promising
but not proven. n
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